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ALTHOUGH I have devoted approximately one-third of my professional life to academic leadership positions, I still find leadership to be a difficult concept to explain and describe, let alone fully comprehend. Some aspects of leadership are simple, intuitive, and straightforward, but others are complex, profound, and difficult to articulate.

In trying to understand leadership, the long-recognized distinction between leadership and management is a useful starting point. For a newspaper publisher in a city of even modest size, considerable management skills are required to get thousands of newspapers delivered on time every day. On many days this management problem no doubt produces headaches for the publisher. But other problems such a publisher must confront involve a number of difficult, far-reaching questions: What is the future of print news and other print media in a rapidly changing, Internet-driven, technological age? How should the newspaper evolve to deal with its changing environment? How does one persuade those who must make decisions about the newspaper’s strategic plan to embrace the changes needed to succeed in a rapidly changing world? Understanding the newspaper’s management issues is an important part of articulating answers to these questions, but management skills alone are not enough. Indeed, the landscape is littered with the defunct remnants of businesses—such as slide rule and eight-track tape manufacturers, outdoor drive-in theaters, and even many first-generation computer manufacturers—that did not have leadership capable of imagining the future and positioning their enterprises to survive in changing environments. Articulating, persuading, and implementing a vision requires much more than outstanding management skills. Understanding how we get to a better future and how we move people, communities, and institutions forward requires leadership. James MacGregor Burns discussed this concept in his seminal book *Leadership*, published in 1978:

I define leadership as leaders inducing followers to act for certain goals that represent the values and the motivations—the wants and needs, the aspirations and expectations—of both leaders and followers. And the genius of leadership lies in the manner in which leaders see and act on their own and their followers’ values and motivations.¹

---

Beyond the important difference between management and leadership, it is useful to draw a further distinction between the mechanics of leadership and a philosophy of leadership. By “mechanics of leadership,” I refer to the specific behaviors and actions that an effective leader must embrace. Many of these behaviors are externally manifested and observable by those who work with or for a leader, but some behaviors are more in the category of subjective attitudes that may be neither known nor observable by others but are nonetheless integral parts of the leader’s toolbox. In other words, the mechanics of leadership are those ideas that would be expected to appear in a “how to lead” manual. By “philosophy of leadership,” I refer to a set of ideas and concepts that establish the governing code, or set of first principles, forming the foundation for the articulation of the mechanics of effective leadership. It is the philosophy of leadership that makes the mechanics of leadership meaningful and relevant. Some might ask why leadership matters. The answer to the question will not be found in the manual because the mechanics do not speak to the ends for which leadership is exercised. Instead, leadership philosophy explains why leadership matters and why it is important. An effective leader must be able to perform the mechanics, but effective leadership also presupposes an underlying philosophy that frames the mechanics.

When I first sought to become more familiar with the available academic literature on leadership a few years ago, I encountered servant-leadership theory and the writings of Robert Greenleaf. In those materials I found a much more developed articulation of this philosophy, and it is the essence of that philosophy of leadership that I embrace. Stated succinctly, leadership has its roots in service, and effective leadership is based on service to others. Effective leadership comes from the desire to put the well-being of others first—whether they are students, faculty, employees, customers, or community—and to give priority to the interests of communities, institutions, or organizations, as opposed to one’s own interests.2

---

Of course, a great many handbooks articulate “principles” of leadership, but by and large these writers are speaking to the mechanics of leadership. Rudy Giuliani’s recent book *Leadership* is a thoughtful and engaging book that identifies what he calls universal principles of leadership—essentially a compilation of what he considers essential leadership traits. For example, to be an effective leader, one must know in what she believes; the leader must know and be able to explain what is important to her—in other words, where the leader wants to go and why she wants to go there. Optimism is important because people like to follow someone who offers solutions to problems and who has hope for a better future; people gravitate toward the optimist and do not like to invest in the vision of the pessimist. Effective leadership presupposes having the courage to stand up for one’s beliefs, even at great personal cost. To lead effectively, one must prepare, and prepare relentlessly; a skilled hip-shooter may hit the target eighty percent of the time, but a twenty percent error rate is too high for effective leadership. In modern organizations, no one person can do it all, and progress is accomplished through teamwork. An effective leader assembles and understands the value of selecting team members whose strengths complement the leader’s weaknesses. Effective leadership presupposes an ability to communicate to people what is expected of them.

To Giuliani’s points I would add a series of observations that have been stated in different ways by many others in countless books and articles on leadership: a leader must set the example the leader wants others to follow; a leader must listen to the ideas of others because no leader has all the right answers, and others in the organization often have better ideas; a leader must be comfortable delegating authority because, beyond the fact that effective management requires delegation, an institution will grow stronger if others work with the leader to carry out the leader’s vision; an effective leader sets standards for subordinates, and then allows them to do their jobs; a leader is able to tolerate mistakes, but a leader is also intolerant of repeated mistakes and is able to deliver discipline for stating that “[r]estorative justice processes develop those necessary skills that will insure that our students can be agents for change and servant leaders in the community”); John Voorhees, *Global Environmental Solutions: Management Systems and Synchronicity*, 28 STETSON L. REV. 1155, 1156 (1999) (practicing lawyer discussing servant-leadership in the context of finding long-range solutions to environmental problems).

“Servant-leadership,” as explained by Greenleaf and as discussed in this essay, is not to be confused with the use of the phrase in some conservative Christian traditions to reference what is believed to be the wife’s obligation to submit to the leadership of her husband and to serve as the husband’s helper. See, e.g., The Baptist Faith and Message, sec. XVIII (2000 Statement adopted by the Southern Baptist Convention), http://www.utm.edu/staff/caldwell/bfm/2000/18.html (last visited Mar. 13, 2007).
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repeated errors; in this connection, a leader can be intolerant when it is appropriate to be so, as is the case when the leader encounters sloppiness, inattention, or chronic ineffectiveness; a leader must be able to recognize and reward the meritorious; a leader works toward consensus and getting everyone to pull in the same direction; and a leader must be decisive, thereby avoiding the opposing evils of hip-shooting (with its excessively high error rate in most situations) and unreasonable procrastination (which generates frustration among others in the organization).

The principles, points, and ideas mentioned above are examples of the mechanics of leadership and represent some of the important ideas to be included in the leadership manual or handbook. But simply understanding the contents of the manual is not enough; effective leadership also requires possession of a sense of why the manual says what it says. Eventually, all leaders encounter a decision point where the manual provides no clear answer; unless the leader has an underlying philosophy of leadership in which the content of the manual is grounded, the odds that the leader will move the organization successfully to its next landing area are reduced. Consider a golfer’s swing as a metaphor: if I know how to swing the club properly and can do so consistently, I will probably succeed most of the time in moving the golf ball down the course; but if I do not understand why it is important that I swing the club in a particular way, I lack the contextual framework necessary to figuring out how to construct a shot when I find myself in deep rough composed of a kind of thick grass I have never seen. In that predicament, the absence of contextual knowledge on which the understanding of the golf swing is predicated makes it much more difficult to extricate myself from the rough, and the odds become higher that my effort—or my leadership—will fail.

As those who have pursued the academic study of leadership know well, the use of the term servant-leadership to describe a philosophy of leadership first appeared in a 1970 essay by Robert Greenleaf titled The Servant as Leader. Robert Greenleaf was born in Terre Haute, Indiana (which coincidentally is my own hometown) in 1904. He spent a full professional life with AT&T, where he did management research and education for the company, until his retirement in 1964. He then began a second career as a consultant for several major companies and educational institutions, and this career lasted until his death in 1990. Greenleaf essentially devoted his career, both at AT&T and thereafter, to studying—and trying to figure out—how organizations get things done. As described by others who have chronicled his career and his work, and as explained more fully in his seminal 1970 essay on servant-leadership, the
inspiration for his thinking about servant-leadership came in the 1960s when he read Herman Hesse’s short novel, Journey to the East.\(^\text{15}\)

Retracing Greenleaf’s steps is perhaps the most direct route to grasping the essence of his leadership philosophy. Journey to the East tells the story of a group of people on a spiritual quest.\(^\text{16}\) Leo, the central figure in the book, accompanies the group as their servant, and he tends to their various needs with a cheerful attitude and spirit.\(^\text{17}\) At the outset, the journey is a very successful one, but this only lasts while Leo is with the group; Leo suddenly disappears one day, and the group quickly falls apart, causing the journey to be abandoned.\(^\text{18}\) Without the presence of their servant Leo, the group cannot go on.\(^\text{19}\) The narrator of the book then proceeds on a lengthy quest to find Leo.\(^\text{20}\) After many years of searching, the narrator finds him and is taken into the religious order that had sponsored the original journey.\(^\text{21}\) There, he discovers that Leo, whom he first knew as a servant, is actually the great and noble leader of the order.\(^\text{22}\) After reading the book, Greenleaf distilled the central meaning of Journey to the East as follows: a great leader is first experienced as a servant to others, and this simple fact is central to a leader’s greatness.\(^\text{23}\) In other words, true leadership emerges from those whose primary motivation is a deep desire to help others. Greenleaf writes that leadership “begins with the natural feeling that one wants to serve, to serve first,”\(^\text{24}\) meaning that effective leadership is grounded in giving priority to the needs of others.

For nearly twenty years, I have thought from time to time about a statement made to me by a highly respected Kansas judge during a conversation in my office. He was near the end of a successful career on the bench, and I was still early in my own professional career. As we shared reflections on what we hoped to accomplish during the remainder of our working years, he said in roughly these words: “Life is much simpler when ambition is no longer a part of it.” Although I have given his statement much thought, I am still not certain what he meant. Perhaps he was trying to give me a warning, hoping to encourage me to think more carefully about where I wanted to go and why. If he meant that ambition is not a good thing for a leader, I have decided that I do not necessarily agree with him. When members of my administrative team manifest ambition, I am usually pleased because ambition is typically accompanied by a desire to improve, to succeed, and to accomplish good things. I am inclined to think, however, that the judge was explaining that, in his opinion, life becomes
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simpler—meaning the life of a leader—when one is primarily motivated not by a desire to enhance one’s own wealth, status, power, or position, but by a desire to do a job well because the well-being of others will be enhanced. Stated otherwise, the leader becomes more effective if those who follow believe that the leader’s purpose is to enhance a set of values of which self-interest (including personal ambition) plays little or no part.

I am convinced that Robert Greenleaf deserves much credit for articulating the meaning of servant-leadership, but it also seems clear enough that others had this idea before he did. Indeed, servant-leadership plays a significant role in many religious traditions. For example, many of the great lessons of Judaism are based on stories of servant-leaders like Abraham, Moses, Joshua, and David. One of the central themes of the story of Moses being advised by his father-in-law to delegate responsibility to others is that Moses was, first and foremost, a servant of the people.\textsuperscript{25} In the Christian religious tradition, Jesus makes at least two important statements about servant-leadership. When Jesus spoke to the sons of Zebedee and their mother, he said that “whoever would be first among you must be your servant.”\textsuperscript{26} At the Last Supper, as described in Luke, Jesus said, “let the greatest among you become as the youngest, and the leader as one who serves.”\textsuperscript{27} In Islam, the Prophet Mohammed described the role of the imams, who are the temporal legal and theological leaders in this faith, as leaders who serve.\textsuperscript{28} The Dalai Lama has said, in summarizing one portion of a few thousand years of the Buddhist religious tradition: “If you seek enlightenment for yourself simply to enhance yourself and your position, you miss the purpose; if you seek enlightenment for yourself to enable you to serve others, you are with purpose.”\textsuperscript{29}

There are several points embedded in the statement of the Dalai Lama and in Islamic and Judeo-Christian teachings, but a prominent one is that servant-leadership involves the leader recognizing that authority and power are not to be used for the leader’s satisfaction or to secure the leader’s privileges. Rather, effective leadership involves using authority and power in the service and promotion of the well-being of the entire community.

This philosophy of leadership has no shortage of complexities when one seeks to apply it in the business world, where the reason for the existence of many
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organizations is the generation of wealth, and it can be difficult to square profit-maximization strategies with promoting the well-being of all constituencies with which the organization interacts. But this philosophy is particularly well-suited to academic leadership, which generally has a close nexus with public service. The philosophy provides a moral compass for how academic leaders should exercise their discretion and authority, supplies a framework for the difficult judgments that must be made on a daily basis, and offers the contextual framework for carrying out the mechanics of leadership.